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Latitude 53 is pleased to welcome back Brandon A. Dalmer and his new work: Persistence of Vision. Inspired by syzygy, 
cosmic alignments, hoaxes, and Philip K Dicks’s fictional future religious practice of Mercerism, Dalmer ’s monolithic octagon 
houses an immersive installation of audio, video loops, and lighting. Over a 108-minute orbital cycle, viewers can enter the 
capsule inspired by the pre-film Kaiser-Panorama stereoscopic animations and use the digital controls to experiment on 
images of asteroids falling endlessly towards virtual earths.

Here’s our interview with artist Brandon A. Dalmer about his work Persistence of Vision.

L53: Now being based in Toronto what made you want to exhibit in Edmonton again; why Latitude 53?

BD: Edmonton is my home town, so it ’s always nice to show things to your fam. When I was planning this show out I really 
wanted to have it able to travel. I thought of Edmonton as a good test. If the show can travel back to Ontario with me than 
surely it can travel further. Latitude 53 is also one of (if not the oldest?) Artist-run spaces in Alberta, it takes a lot of risks on 
its programming and projects that might not be fully fleshed out have the opportunity to develop here. Plus I haven’t shown 
anything in your new space!

L53: You exhibited your work at Latitude in 2011. How do you think your work has evolved since then?

BD: I was only starting to combine scientific methods into my work back then. I feel like it ’s something that’s fully entwined 
now. I was also creating a lot of miniature/diorama work, something that I’ve moved past. My work is more painting and 
installation based now. Focusing on coding and machines as collaborative partners in my process. My work is still heavily 

process based which is nice.
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L53: What’s the significance of the viewer being able to directly interact with piece? What’s the reason for the capsule?

BD: The viewer is always really important to my work. I feel it ’s them who really complete my work after it ’s installed. I’m the 
type of person who really want’s to interact with work, I need a show to force me to ask questions while I’m experiencing it. 
If you’re not asking questions than it ’s pretty easy to gloss over a show/piece.  This project was really inspired by the 
Kaiserpanorama. A strange device that was invented prior to film. It allowed a number of viewers to sit or stand around it 
and view stereoscopic slides together. I really like the group dynamic that this must’ve formed with everyone participating. I 
thought that if you allowed the viewer to actually change and interact with such a device this would only strengthen that 
dynamic.

Read Shama Rangwala's critical essay about Persistence of Vision: 

As climate crisis, the collapse of capitalism, and other harbingers of apocalypse threaten our species’ existence, our cultural 
imaginary often looks beyond our little planet to conceptualize the future. In this vein, Brandon Dalmer ’s installation 
artwork Persistence of Vision takes us through interactive spaces and asks us to imagine a different kind of world, mediated 
by lo-fi video clips—a machinic form of art—that cycle through images of asteroids, planets, and gridded landscapes. While 
most of the installation is either fabricated or generated through an algorithmic process, the interactivity ensures that no 
two groups will experience Persistence of Vision in quite the same way: the potential futures are multiple. 

Dalmer ’s work asks us to consider moments of contingency in seemingly deterministic systems, that is, where clear causality 
is ruptured through chance or human vagaries. As your group gathers around the machine, you collectively choose what 
shows up on the screen. Through these selections, you can glean a sense of the many cycles in our world and solar system 
and implicate yourselves within them, becoming more aware of how algorithms and cycles—from days and seasons to the 
innards of smart phones—govern our existence. 

Cycles repeat, but not in the same way. Entropy unravels trajectories almost imperceptibly; stray bodies interfere. How can 
we account for those small contingencies that accumulate over time and amplify with each repetition? More fundamentally, 
how do we relinquish the illusion of control and embrace what we cannot avoid? Celestial bodies move in cycles but collision 
is inevitable.

Yet what if asteroid collision is not something to be feared but rather embraced? What if the end of our species that such an 
event would bring about is not extinction but rather evolution or transformation? Asteroids could destroy the planet, but 
they also contain precious metals that could accelerate technological development.

In Persistence of Vision, space and asteroids stand in for what Dalmer views as the inevitability of automation: the 
technological development so beloved by capitalism could bring around its end. If automation results in the end of wage 
labour, what impact would this radical change in production have on social relations? Would we explore the universe and 
pursue self- actualization like in Star Trek, become blobs exiled from our garbage planet and carried around in chairs like in 
Wall-E, or indistinguishable from AI like in Blade Runner or Westworld?

In light of this pervasive automation, Dalmer asks the audience to consider whether a robot could replace humans in the 
realm of artistic creation. Can a program create something of artistic merit if it cannot exceed the bounds of its 
programming? What if a human calculated randomness into the algorithm? What forms of contingencies count for artistic 
creation? Does it have to come from some emotional core or is it sufficient that it represent the world in a novel way? 
Dalmer ’s art does not endeavour to answer these questions here but rather to pry them open, and in the process make us 
open to the incalculable future—collision, automation, and even apocalypse—not as a threat but as a radically new and 
potentially beneficial configuration. 

Dalmer posits his artwork as a collaborative creation; the programmed inputs and outputs of the algorithms form the basis 
of the work but the human interactivity affords variability in the audience’s emotional responses and interpretation. Moving 
through the installation space also requires audiences to consider their own embodiment. Indeed, this work takes its name 
from the optical illusion that occurs within the brain when observing repeated images, and thus it asks us to experience our 
bodies also as contingent systems that mediate our consciousness and the environment. Persistence of Vision foregrounds 
themes of determinism and contingency, imperfect cyclicality, humans and technology, artistic creation, and our changing 
place in the universe by moving us through spaces that confront our assumptions and open up future possibilities.

-

Shama Rangwala is a PhD candidate and instructor at the University of Alberta and editor of the culture and politics blog 
Pyriscence.
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Brandon A.
Dalmer

InterAccess presents Once Removed,
an exhibition featuring all new
works in painting, sculpture,
installation, and animation that use
experimental techniques and media
to address the potential of
production in the absence of an
artist. As technology continues its
rapid advancement, computers and
other devices become increasingly
capable of fulfilling the role of the
artist’s assistant, marking a shift
from manual to digital production.
Following this trajectory, artists are
confronted with the opportunity to
ease their workflow by outsourcing
increasingly complex tasks to
machines. Once Removed tests the
limits of what is possible without the
artist’s hand.

The artists in Once Removed have
entrusted production to various
algorithms, programs, and
machines, allowing these digital and
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mechanical processes to shape the
physical and aesthetic
characteristics of the works.
Brandon A. Dalmer’s paintings
attempt to replace the artist’s hand
by enabling computer algorithms
and machines to abstract source
imagery and shape the physical
paintings. Tobias Williams’s
experimental animation tests how
much generative output can be
created with minimal input from the
artist. Tyler Vipond’s AI artists
create collages automatically
through semi-random internet
searching. By training Cleverbot to
have more conversations about art,
Matthieu Sabourin assisted
Cleverbot in generating an artists’
manifesto. In their collaborative
painting, Laura Hudspith & Nicholas
Zirk rely on video feedback loops
and colour-picking software to
produce the works.

An essay by Michelle Kasprzak
accompanies the exhibition, and a
limited edition risograph print by
Brandon A. Dalmer will be available
for purchase at InterAccess. 

Opening reception: Thursday,
October 8, 2015 from 7-9pm. 



 

About the Artists

Brandon A. Dalmer (b. 1984) is a
multimedia video and installation
artist, and occasional curator living
in Toronto, ON. He holds a BFA from
the Alberta College of Art and
Design, and has participated in a
number of exhibitions across
Canada. His painting work explores
the way images are made, and the
relationship humans have with
expanding technology. While his
installation work focuses on
narrative through the language of
film, science, decaying memories,
and Illusion. 

Working largely with ceramic and
found objects, Laura Hudspith’s
work examines societal modes of
consumption in relation to
existential questions of survival.
Nicholas Zirk’s paintings use a pop -
collage aesthetic recalling the
malleability of memory and the
consequences this has in forming
identity. Collaboratively, the pair
works in combining icons to form
meaning. They have been working



alongside each other since 2013, and
most recently collaborated as a part
of The Roundtable Residency, 2014. 

Matthieu Sabourin graduated from
the University of Ottawa in 2007
with a major in Fine Arts and a
minor in French Literature. In 2011,
he completed his MFA in sculpture
at Concordia University. He
currently lives and works in
Montréal.

Born 1983 in Canada, Tyler Vipond
studied drawing and painting at The
Ontario College of Art & Design,
graduating in 2008. He has attended
residency programs at The Cooper
Union School of Art in 2008 and the
School of Visual Arts in 2009, both
in New York City. In 2011 he
graduated from the MA Fine Arts
program Central Saint Martins in
London where he received the
Jealous Print Prize for his
graduating exhibition. He has
exhibited in London, New York, and
Toronto. Recently he has enjoyed
shows at the Drake Hotel, Afterhours
Projects, and the Roundtable
Residency, all in Toronto. 



Tobias Williams is a Toronto based
artist and educator with an MFA
from York University. His work
investigates the historic and
contemporary relationship between
art and technology.

Image: Painting prototype by
Brandon A. Dalmer.
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